Feedback Survey
CS 375: Teaching Techniques for Computer Science

There will be two homework assignments that involve getting feedback from your students. Below (or on a different piece of paper) write 3 thing’s you learned from surveying your students and your intended response to their feedback.

The week after you collect your students feedback you should discuss the results with them. It is important to share what you plan to change and what you plan to keep the same. Frequently some of the students will say you are going too slowly and some of the students will say you are going too quickly. If this is the case your pace is probably pretty good but you need to let your students know why nothing changed based upon their feedback.

How to get feedback.

Here are some ideas, but you can do whatever you like!

- Survey Monkey ( http://www.surveymonkey.com/ ),
- Google Forms ( http://docs.google.com/ )
- A simple paper survey
- Hand them a note card and have them write one answer on the front and one answer on the back.

Suggested questions

We recommend that for the first round of feedback you chose open ended questions and then follow up on those issues in future rounds of feedback.

- List two things that you like about section / lab.
- List two things that you think could be better in section / lab.
- How would you describe the pace of section / lab? Too fast? Too slow?
- Do you feel comfortable asking questions in section / lab?
- Do you feel comfortable answering questions in section / lab?
- Are you able to attend my schedule office hours?
- Is there another time that would be more convenient?